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Suhject: - Criminal Proeedure Code

Time: 3 [three)

hours

Full Marks: tr 00

fGroup A is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions from Group- E)
GH.OE-[P-A

(Coxmpu[sory Group]

Q.l{o.l. Attempt any L0 [ten] frorn the following:

[10x2=20]

a. What do you understand by "bailable offence"?
b. What does "complaint" mean under CrPC?
c. What does "cognizable offence" mean under CrPC?
d. Distinction between "inquiry'' and "investigation",
e. Who is a victim under CrFC?
f. Distinction between "sutrnmon-case" and "warrant-case".
g. Write the hierarchy of criminal courts under CrFC.
h. What is the local jurisdiction of |udicial Magistrate?
i. Which sentence the Chief |udicial Magistrate may pass?
j. What does "proclaimed offender" mean under Section 40[1-](b) CrPC?
k. \Mhat do you understand by'surnmons'?
l. What does "officer employed in connection with the affairs of village" mean under
Section

40[2j[lD

CrFC?

Gnoulp-ts

(Attennpt any fawr)
Q.iVo.2

Attempt any 4 [four] from the following:

{4x5=2CI}

What are the rights of victims under CrFC?
b. Write a short note on speedy trial.
C.
What are the rights of accused person during various stages of trial?
A
u" Comment on the concept of 'plea bargaining' under CrFC.
e. Write a short note on pubiic prosecutor.
d.

Q.No.S.

Attempt any 4 (fourl from the foilowing:

a. Distinguish
b. Distinguish
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{4x5=2CI}

between cognizable and non-cognizable offences.
between bailable and non-bailable offences.
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c.
d.
e.

What are the considerations or conditions weighed by the Court in granting or
refusing bail in anticipatory bail case?
In murder case the session judge used and relied upon case dairy. Cornment.
What are the consequences of non-compliance with the provisions relating to
searches?

Q.No"4. Attempt any 4 (four) from the following:

a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
Q.No.S.

a.
b.

c.
d.
e,

(4x5=20)

What are the grounds on which a bail already granted be cancelled and the accused
remitted to iail?
Discuss the powen of police to arrest'
tr//hat are the rights of arrested person?
Discuss importance of sec. l-54 crPC in crirninal justice system.
Write a short note on Confessional statement under Sec. l-64,.CrFC.

Attempt any 4 [four] frorn the following:

(4x5=20)

What is the role of Fublic Prosecutor in investigation?
What is the appointment procedure of Public Prosecutor?
Examine the scope of Section 465 in the light of case law.
Compare Art. 20[2J of the Constitution and Section 300 of the CrPC.
Examine the power of the Supreme Court in transferring criminal cases.

Q.No.6. Critically examine the implications of the decision in Santa Singh v. State of Puniab,
{1976) 4 SCC 1"90: 1"976 SCC (Cri) 546: L976 Cri LJ 1875 giving a wider meaning to
(20)
the word "hear" under Section 235(2) CrFC.

Q.lNo.7. Critically examine the impact of Prevention of Dornestic Violence Act, 2005 on
Section n25 of the Code of Criminal

procedure.

(20)

Q.No.$" Critically examine the impact of R. Rathinam v. State, {200A) 2 SCC 391: 2000 SCC
(ZCI]
(Crl ola on law of bail.
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